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A. Marketing objectives

1. Overall SWOT Analysis

In looking at Chale Socks as a whole some overall strengths, weaknesses,

opportunities and threats were identified. Some of the identified affect

the company overall and others affected the targets markets more

specifically. Those are broken down in the following sections.

a) Strengths

1. The original designs are based on historical African patterns.

2. The product offered is attractive and made of high-quality

materials.

3. The OneChalé mission inspires customers to make a purchase.

4. Chalé Socks has a visually appealing company website and social

media pages.

5. The current pricing fits the market Chalé Socks is trying to enter.

b) Weaknesses

1. The user experience on the website is not globally friendly. It

works well for the current Ghanian market, but does not translate

well to the United States market.

2. The current website payment system is not conducive for

transactions outside of Ghana. The payment system creates

abandoned carts and banks flagging transactions as fraudulent is a

hassle for customers.

3. There is minimal information and back story on the history of the

patterns on the socks. This information is not included on

packaging which can leave retail purchasers without the

knowledge to see the added value the patterns bring to the socks.

4. Overall social media and the website do not effectively

communicate the product value for the consumer. The consumer

is not shown how Chalé Socks product is superior to other

products in the same market.



5. There is minimal information about OneChalé on the website and

on the social media pages.

c) Opportunities

1. There is a growing desire to learn about black history in the US

due to the current climate and movements such as #BLM. This

makes the US market primed and ready to hear Chalé Socks

messaging.

2. There is potential to expand the patterns and symbols to products

outside of socks.

3. OneChalé provides a great opportunity to promote the company

in the philanthropic space.

4. There is opportunity to expand to more retail locations in the US

market. This will make the socks available to more customers in all

target markets.

d) Threats

1. There are current supply chain disruptions between the

manufacturer and the distribution center due to the Covid-19

pandemic. There could be future supply chain disruptions outside

of the pandemic.

2. There is ample competition in the dress and colorful sock market.

3. The US population is mostly ignorant of African Culture and what

the meaning is behind the symbols and patterns.

4. Chalé means “what a pity” in Mexican Spanish as a way to express

disappointment or disgust. There is a large Mexican Spanish

population in the US and this meaning could bleed over into the

target markets.

5. There is unfounded prejudice against African based companies

and products. Some consumers may see African businesses as

non-legitimate based on outdated stereotypes and information.

This could make some of the US population hesitant to purchase

from an African based company.

6. While OneChalé is an asset to the company, there is strong

competition in the “OneforOne” industry.

2. Target markets and Challenges to Product Acceptance

In the United States, Chalé Socks has three target markets.

A. Target Market One - Customers that understand and appreciate

African culture



Target market one encompasses customers that appreciate

and understand African culture. These customers could already be

familiar with the patterns and symbols used by Chalé Socks, or

they would be open to learning the meaning behind the designs.

The fact that these socks are designed and sold by an African

company will give the product authenticity that this target market

will like. No changes are needed for the current product offered to

appeal to this target market.

Some of the challenges for product acceptance in the U.S.

that affect target markets two and three do not affect target

market one. The biggest challenge for product acceptance from

this group is functionality of the website which includes product

catalogs, imagery used, sizing, and the payment system. This is

explained in more detail later in the plan.

B. Target Market Two - Customers that are interested in colorful socks as

a fashion statement or form of self-expression

Target Market Two is composed of customers that enjoy

colorful socks for the sake of fashion and self-expression. Because

of this, they are not initially concerned with the meaning behind

the patterns. This does not mean that they would not appreciate

them, but that is not what draws them to Chalé Socks. As with

target market one, the current product fits the needs of the

market. However, while it does meet their needs, this target

market would benefit from having patterns included that are not

based on the African Kente patterns alongside the Kente based

patterns.

There are a few challenges with this market regarding

product acceptance. The first challenge, like market one, is

website functionality. Additionally, this market is not interested in

African culture or history. Therefore, they could be less likely to

purchase socks from a company based in Africa. There is an

inherent bias to purchase United States goods unless the country

is known to produce a high quality good in a specific category such

as Italian leather or Swiss watches. A final challenge is ecommerce



between the United States and Africa is not well established there

may be concerns about fraud and slow shipping of products.

C. Target Market Three - Customers who support companies that give

back with every purchase

The final market, target market three, can stand alone, but

could also be a subset of customers in target market one or two.

Target market three is customers that want to support companies

that give back to a cause with every purchase. These customers

enjoy giving back and find that supporting philanthropic

companies is one of the easiest ways to do oso.  Once again, the

current product offered fits the needs of the target market. Every

pair of socks purchased gives back by providing a pair of shoes to

a child in need.

The same challenges for acceptance that affect target

market two affect target market three, the functionality of the

website and the inherent bias of purchasing locally made goods.

While the bias still exists, there could be less resistance to

purchasing from an African based company due to the

philanthropic nature of the company.

B. Target Markets Individual SWOT

1. Target Market 1

a) Strengths - The original designs are based on historical African

patterns.

b) Weaknesses - There is minimal information and back story for the

history of the patterns on the socks. This information is not

included on packaging which can leave retail purchasers without

the knowledge they need to see the added value the patterns

bring to the socks.

c) Opportunities - There is a growing desire to learn about black

history in the US due to the current climate and movements such

as #BLM. This makes the US market primed and ready to hear

Chalé Socks messaging.

d) Threats - The US population is mostly ignorant of African Culture

and what the meaning is behind the symbols and patterns.

2. Target Market 2



a) Strengths - The product offered is attractive and made of

high-quality materials.

b) Weaknesses - Overall social media and the website do not

effectively communicate the product value for the consumer. The

consumer is not shown how Chalé Socks product is superior to

other products in the same market.

c) Opportunities - There is opportunity to expand to more retail

locations in the US market. This will make the socks available to

more customers in all target markets.

d) Threats - There is ample competition in the dress and colorful

sock market.

3. Target Market 3

a) Strengths - The OneChalé mission inspires customers to make a

purchase.

b) Weaknesses - There is minimal information about OneChalé on

the website and on the social media pages.

c) Opportunities - OneChalé provides a great opportunity to

promote the company in the philanthropic space.

d) Threats - While OneChalé is an asset to the company, there is

strong competition in the “OneforOne” industry.

C. Taking Weaknesses and Threats and turning them into Strengths and

Opportunities

1. Weaknesses

1. With some minor changes to the website design and content, the

website can become globally friendly and eventually ease the

expansion into new countries.

2. Implementing a new payment system will improve the payment

flow to increase the number of complete online transactions.

3. Adding additional information to the website and sock

descriptions will increase the US markets awareness of African

history. This will help customers see the value in the products

being offered.

4. Promoting the quality of the socks, the history behind the designs

and OneChalé all add value to the socks. Communicating this

effectively will differentiate and promote the value to the target

markets Chalé is trying to reach.



5. Using the website and social media to highlight OneChalé can

differentiate the company from similar companies . Not all sock

companies give back with every purchase.

2. Threats

1. With supply chain disruptions during Covid-19, Chalé can learn

from the issues they are currently facing and work to lessen

disruptions in the future on the production side of the chain.

2. Educating the US population on what makes Chalé Socks special

will help the product stand out in a saturated sock market.

3. Taking control of what you want Chalé to mean in the US market

can combat the negative connotation from Mexican Spanish.

Creating a fun campaign to spread awareness on the meaning and

the brand will get ahead of the negative meaning.

4. By promoting the company, and showing the behind the scenes

process, from selecting the designs all the way to shipping,

customers can see the quality and uniqueness of the company.

This will help counter the unfounded prejudice some American’s

may have towards African based businesses.

5. OneChalé offers a high value return for every purchase at a lower

cost to the consumer. This gives consumers more for every

purchase and will make them more likely to continue to support

Chalé Socks, or spread awareness of the mission by word of

mouth.

D. Market Challenges and Solutions

1. Current Payment Process

The current payment system on the website does not allow

customers to check out in their local currency. This creates issues when

customers go to check out and the final cost is in Ghanian Cedis. Another

issue that is occuring with the final payment in Cedis, banks are flagging

the transactions as fraudulent for the US customers. This creates a hassle

for consumers and results in many cancelled purchases.

The recommendation is for Shopify to be implemented alongside the

current platform, Paystack. Shopify and Paystack can be partnered

together to allow customers to pay in their own currencies. This will solve

the issue that customers are facing when they go to check out, and

prevent the banks from flagging transactions as fraudulent.



Shopify is a complete business platform. It can be integrated with an

existing website, or they can host a customized online store on their

platform. For as little as GHS 175 per month (US 30) Shopify offers, online

store hosting, unique discount code builders, gift cards, shipping

discounts, printed shipping labels, fraud analysis, 24/7 support, sales

reports, and other marketing tools such as email marketing and

shoppable social media posts.

Email marketing campaigns can be easily set up and managed

through Shopify. Shopify gives you all the tools to create email campaigns

such as birthday, welcome journeys, abandon cart triggers, and so much

more. With the shopify partnership, you also have the ability to run

reports, tracking, and analytics. Email marketing would also be a good

way for Chalé to continue to educate loyal and interested customers with

upcoming new styles and symbols, what’s going on with the brand, the

OneChalé program, and everything else in between.

Shoppable posts on Instagram can make it easy for consumers to find the

products they like and allows for trackable revenue. Using shoppable

posts can help cut back on social media advertising costs because you can

post organically and still create revenue from those posts.

2. User Experience On Website

While the website is visually engaging, there are things that will

make it more user friendly allowing for global acceptance. First, scrolling

banners or clickable hero images on the home page can create a dynamic

look and advertise different styles and messages in one place. By making

these images clickable, you allow customers to get to the style they are

looking for or find information more easily. It is also a good idea to label

images that have multiple pairs of socks so consumers that are unfamiliar

with the product names can easily find the socks from the images.

A second thing to consider is adding a navigation bar at the top of

the page with links to the different style catalogs and the “Our Story”

page instead of only having them in the drop down. This would allow

customers to navigate through the pages quickly and find what they were

looking for. A search bar would also be helpful for consumers who know

what they are searching for to quickly navigate to the specific product

they want.



A third way to increase the user experience on the website is to

make a universal contact us page. Currently the contact us page has one

form titled “Wholesale Form”. This could be confusing for consumers

looking to contact Chalé Socks through the website. Updating the form to

a generic form with a spot for wholesaler information would make this

universally friendly for consumers and wholesalers alike.

Fourth, it is recommended that there is one page listing all styles

of socks to make it easier for consumers not familiar with the terms

“Afrocentric” “Kente”, and “Adinkra” to find the styles they are looking for

more easily.

As for the overall design aesthetic, using consistent fonts and

colors throughout the website will help convey the upscale aesthetic of

Chalé Socks. Keeping the same design elements throughout the website

and minimizing large website changes both help keep the brand image

consistent. This creates a cohesive experience for the customer every

time they visit the website.

3. Engaging & Educating US Target Markets

While the promotional messages below have been broken out by

the target market, all three target markets will benefit from the

promotional ideas recommended.

Social media will be the best avenue for Chalé Socks to enter the

United States market. Facebook, Instagram and Tik Tok will be the three

main avenues for reaching the target markets. For target market one,

consumers who understand or appreciate African culture, Chalé Socks will

be looking to educate this target market on the meaning behind the

designs and symbols on the socks. Sharing where the patterns used in the

designs came from will tie the designs back to their African roots. By

sharing the stories of the designs all the way back to the inspiration

behind them the target market can see the authenticity behind the

company and behind the designs being created.

For target market two, consumers who like to wear colorful socks

as a fashion statement or form of self-expression, Chalé Socks wants to

focus on the quality of the product by sharing what makes these socks

superior to other dress socks. This can be achieved by sharing the



materials used or the manufacturing process for the products. The

current high fashion esque photos that are being shared on social media

will continue to appeal to this market. These photos show the socks in an

impactful way that will draw people in who are looking for unique designs

and colors.

For target market three, consumers who support companies that

give back with every purchase, sharing information about OneChalé on

social media is important. Sharing information about how the program

works, what each purchase provides and stories of children that have

benefited from the program help create a connection to the brand. These

stories help create an emotional connection with the brand and according

to a Harvard professor, 95 percent of purchasing decisions are

subconscious with emotion playing a large part. (Chierotti)

A recommendation that works across all target markets, is to

involve customers in the marketing.  Chalé Socks can encourage

customers to share photos of themselves wearing their socks. These

photos can then be used on Chalé Socks own social media pages. Not

only does this generate content for Chalé Socks to use, but customers will

feel connected to the company. It encourages more customers to share

their photos for the chance to be recognized by Chalé Socks. They can

also run more interactive contests such as the “Socks Design Contest”

that was run on their Instagram. Another idea is to have an “African

Symbol Personality Quiz”. Consumers would answer questions and at the

end they would be shown which symbol fits their personality and the

history behind it. They could then find which designs on the website

correspond with their symbol.

While Tik Tok was founded in 2012, a recent surge in popularity in

the last few years has turned it into a great place to promote businesses

and products. On Tik Tok alone, there are 4.2 million posts associated

with the Kente hashtag. Many of these posts are promoting proud African

heritage, and many of the patterns on clothing shown in these videos are

ones that Chalé Socks have used for their designs. Using Tik Tok and the

appropriate hashtags is a good way to interest target market one as well

as find micro influencers that would be willing to promote their products.



Micro influencers on Tik Tok & other social media platforms such

as Instagram or Facebook would be a great way to spread awareness and

promote Chalé. TikTok is estimated to have about 80 million monthly

active users in the United States. 60% are female, 40% are male. 60% are

between the ages of 16-24. 26% are between the ages 25-44. 80% are

between the ages 16-34 (Wallaroo).  It’s important to use ambassadors

that reinforce the importance of chale’s story and align with the brand.

These ambassadors can use social media posts to help tell the story of

chalé socks.

As mentioned in the SWOT analysis, Chalé means “what a pity” in

Mexican Spanish. Due to the large Mexican population in the US and the

number of Spanish speakers this meaning could bleed over into the US

population. A way to combat this is to get ahead of this negative meaning

and tell the story of African Chalé. This can be achieved with a fun

campaign telling that story. A great example of how to assign meaning to

a word through a campaign is the Budweiser “Whasssup” campaign. They

took the simple phrase “what’s up” and turned it into an enduring phrase

that people still associate with the company over two decades later.

4. Packaging Recommendations

For target market one, the current packaging works best for them

since they are already familiar with some African history. Even with this

market understanding African history, reiterating the meaning behind the

designs with the packaging would reinforce the message. While current

budgetary constraints make it impractical to print labels for each style of

sock, printing a standalone card that can be included in all shipments

outlining the meaning behind the design would be beneficial (See

Appendix A). For socks that are sold in retail locations, customers lack the

description of the pattern offered to online buyers. A recommendation

that could be more cost effective would be to attach a tag post

production to each pair of socks (see Appendix B). This tag could be

affixed by the Chalé Socks staff saving on labor costs.

The packaging for target market two becomes extremely

important since this market is only drawn to the sock due to appearance.

This target market is the most ignorant to the history behind the socks so

putting that messaging in front of them to add value to the product is



necessary. Here it is important to follow up a purchase with a card

included with the order that details the history and meaning behind the

pattern on the socks. While this information is listed on the website,

when a customer from this target market purchases online they are more

likely to skip the description because all they care about is colorful socks.

It could aid in repeat purchases if they understood more about the history

and were given another reason to purchase these particular colorful

socks.

For the final target market, target market three, the packaging for

the socks needs to reiterate that a donation has been made due to their

purchase to make a human connection with the customer. By sharing

with the customer a photo or a story of a child helped by their purchase,

they are more likely to connect with the cause and purchase again. This

content can be included on the second side of the card outlining the

history of the patterns (see Appendix C).

E. Future Growth & Expansion

Chalé Socks has many opportunities for growth in their product offerings

and expansion into the US market. There is ample opportunity for growth into

retail locations such as museum gift shops, boutiques and other small retail

stores. These smaller locations offer great exposure to the target markets

without putting a strain on Chalé for production increases and fees that larger

companies can charge. There is an opportunity as these retail locations increase

and sales in the US increase to have customer service reps in the US able to

respond in real time to customers. Also as these sales increase it may be an

opportunity to set up a wholesale distributor in the US that is able to ship orders

to individual customers and retail locations in a more timely manner. This would

allow them to receive their goods in just days instead of weeks.

Another opportunity is product expansion. The designs and symbols that

Chalé is using can be expanded onto other goods such as handbags, coffee mugs,

jewelry and leggings. With this product expansion, Chalé could also partner with

successful US clothing brands to develop joint products, or cross promote each

other on social media.

F. Sales & Profit Forecast



The sales and profits forecast covers a three year period. In year one,

building brand awareness was the key focus. With this increase in brand

awareness there would be a slight increase of sales at 3 percent. While sales in

the US would increase, overall profitability would most likely decrease due to the

added costs of the recommended website changes, new payment system,

packaging updates and advertising and influencer costs.

In year two, the continued brand awareness would lead to an increase in

sales up 5 percent from the previous year. These sales would be from online

sources as well as retail stores. Chalé Socks presence would increase by five

stores added over the course of year two. The overall profitability will increase in

year two, but may only result in breaking even due to the increased costs in year

one and the continuation of these costs into year two.

In year three, sales are expected to increase again by 5 percent year over

year and profitability to increase by 3 percent. The expansion into more retail

locations will continue with another five to eight stores added in year three.

G. Budget & Schedule of Implementation

The implementation schedule includes recommendations for the next five

years. In the first one to three months it is recommended that the Shopify

partnership be implemented, micro influencers be researched, the

recommended website updates be completed and the promotional messaging

for each target market be planned and a social media calendar implemented.

These four items will set Chalé Socks up for success in the following months. In

six months time, influencer costs should be included in the budget. The

recommendation is that half of the current advertising and social media budget

being used for the US market is redirected to cover influencer costs which

average GHS 585 (US 100) to GHS 1,170 (US 200) per post. At this time,

packaging updates should also be included in the budget and rolled out for all

orders and products being sold in retail locations. In the next two to three years,

with the increase in sales and revenue generated in the US, the advertising

budget should be adjusted to reflect this. It is recommended that 5 to 8 percent

of the budget of the revenue generated in the US is utilized for advertising. After

five years, with increased sales and a retail presence established in the US

market, this is the time to start looking at product expansion, furthering retail

expansion and looking into a possible wholesaler for US distribution.
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